A delayed projection neural network model is presented for solving degenerate quadratic programming problem with general linear constraints. By constructing suitable Lyapunov functions, the proposed neural network is proved to be global convergent to the equilibrium points set. Compared with the existing neural networks for solving strict convex quadratic program, the proposed delayed neural network for solving degenerate convex 1 quadratic program has wider domain for implementation. The transient behavior of the neural network is simulated and the validity of the result obtained in this paper is verified with an illustrative example.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the quadratic optimization problems
where     , , n n n R a R Q is a convex set, arise in a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications including regression analysis, image and signal progressing, parameter estimation, filter design and robust control [1] . In many real time applications th. The main advantage of neural network.
II. A DELAYED PROJECTION NEURAL NETWORK
In this paper, we present a new delayed projection neural network for solving the following degenerate convex quadratic programming problem min x a Mx x
where , , n R h d  D is an n n  matrix. the authors proposed a delayed projection neural network for solving the following degenerate quadratic problem [3] . where M is a positive semi-definite matrix and A is a full row rank matrix. Their neural network was proved to be global exponentially stable and could converge to an optimal solution of their optimization problem.
Proposition 1 Let
x is an optimal solution of (2).
Proposition 2 
x is a solution to problem (2) if and only if  u is a zero point of the following map:
In the following, we propose a neural network [2] - [4] , which is said to be the delayed projection neural network for solving (2) and (3),
III. CONVERGENCE RESULTS
In this section, we will give the convergence results of the proposed neural network (4). To do so, we need to introduce the following lemmas and proposition. Proof In order to prove that the matrix
is a positive definite matrix, we only need to prove that the matrix
is a positive semi-definite matrix and symmetric. Obviously, it is a symmetric.
We denote
as the set consisted of the nonzero eigenvalues of
. Then according to Lemma3, we get that
Theorem2.2Delayed neural network (4) is global convergence to the solutions set of problem(2),when the matrix M is a positive semi-definite matrix and symmetric.
Proof Assume  x is an equilibrium point of system (4) .
Consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, So there exists a symmetric matrix Q, Such that
is a Lyapunov functional of system (4) .From lemma 4,we have that the maximal existence interval of the solution of (4) 
dt dx x E So the dynamic system(4) is globally convergent to the equilibrium points set , which corresponds to the solutions of problem (2) .This completes the proof.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
we have developed a new class of delayed neural network for solving degenerate quadratic program, the equilibrium point of the proposed neural network is equivalent to the solution of quadratic programming problem. We have investigated the existence, global convergent of the equilibrium points for the delayed neural network. The results obtained in this paper are valuable in solving degenerate quadratic programming problem in engineering.
